17 Mär 2020
15:00 - 16:00

Führung "aus erster Hand"

At first hand | Forever Young

Museum Brandhorst

The curators of Museum Brandhorst will take you on a tour providing first-hand information.

“Forever Young – 10 Years Museum Brandhorst” traces an arc from the early 1960s to contemporary art production, and links our numerous new acquisitions of recent years to famous works from our collection. On a tour through all floors of the building you can explore the architecture and get to know the highlights of the collection: from Andy Warhol and Cy Twombly to Keith Haring and Albert Oehlen to Louise Lawler and Charline von Heyl.

Registration and receipt of participation ticket 30 minutes before the start of the tour | Included in entrance fee

Mit Jacob Proctor
Kurator